The instability of myoelectric signals over time complicates their use to control poly-articulated prosthetic hands. To address this problem, studies have tried to combine surface electromyography with modalities that are less affected by the amputation and the environment, such as accelerometry and gaze information. In the latter case, the hypothesis is that a subject looks at the object he or she intends to manipulate, and that the visual characteristics of that object allow to better predict the desired hand posture. The method we present in this paper automatically detects stable gaze fixations and uses the visual characteristics of the fixated objects to improve the performance of a multimodal grasp classifier. Particularly, the algorithm identifies online the onset of a prehension and the corresponding gaze fixations, obtains high-level feature representations of the fixated objects by means of a Convolutional Neural Network, and combines them with traditional surface electromyography in the classification stage. Tests have been performed on data acquired from five intact subjects who performed ten types of grasps on various objects during both static and functional tasks. The results show that the addition of gaze information increases the grasp classification accuracy, that this improvement is consistent for all grasps and concentrated during the movement onset and offset.
I. INTRODUCTION
The loss of a hand due to amputation has a drastic impact on the quality of life. Although advanced myoelectric prostheses have the potential to restore some of the lost functionality, their acceptance among amputees is very low [1] . Aside from high cost, one of the problems with these active prostheses is that their control is not natural and requires a long and tiring training procedure. Moreover, changes in the myoelectric signals due to electrode shift, user adaptation, or fatigue hurt control reliability.
Academic efforts have therefore started to focus on how to make prosthetic control more stable and more intuitive. An interesting avenue is to reduce the dependency on surface electromyography (sEMG) by including other sources of contextual information, such as inertial sensors or computer vision. The working principle is that this context is helpful in decoding the intent of the prosthesis user. This seems obvious in case of the orientation of the limb (cf. inertial sensors), but also the user's gaze behavior and the visual description of an object of interest may contain important side-information to determine the desired hand movement. For example, a person that is fixating on a pen lying on a table is more likely to perform a writing tripod than a power disk grasp. This idea also finds support in neurology, since special visuomotor neurons have been identified in the visual cortex of some primates that relate the observation of an object to the motor activity of the hand [2] .
We propose therefore a method that integrates the visual characteristics of the observed objects with sEMG to improve the performance of standard myoelectric control algorithms. In its initial phase, our method exploits gaze and muscular activity to automatically segment the relevant object in the user's field of view during prehensions onset. The appearance of this object is then encoded into high-level visual features using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as feature extractor. Finally, the visual and muscular features are combined to perform multimodal hand posture classification.
The proposed method is evaluated on data collected from five intact subjects performing ten grasps. All grasps were repeated both seated and standing, and with three different objects each. To promote variability in the arm dynamics and visual scene, subjects also performed these grasps as part of 15 functional movements (e.g., open a zipper using a lateral grasp).
The remainder of this paper continues with an overview of related work in Section II. In Section III, we give a detailed description of our method to automatically detect fixations and to integrate the object's visual representation with sEMG. We describe the experimental setup of our evaluation in Section IV and follow this with the results in Section V. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The difficulty of reliably interpreting sEMG and other sensory modalities that measure the muscular activity of the human arm (for detailed overviews, see [3, 4] ) has led to active research on the inclusion of other control inputs that provide an informative context for the intended hand movement. Several studies have shown that accelerometry of the relevant arm provides useful information on arm orientation and dynamics that is complementary to sEMG [5, 6] .
More recently, also computer vision and gaze information have been adopted to improve the myoelectric control of transradial prostheses. Early studies used the images from a webcam [7, 8] or electro-oculographic data [9] to automatically preshape the prosthesis based on the estimated object size and orientation. This approach has subsequently been integrated with myoelectric control by Markovic et al. [10, 11] . In their system, artificial vision and inertial sensing were first used to preshape the prosthesis while sEMG allowed to refine the prehension afterward. The use of computer vision in the context of prosthetics was also investigated by Ghazaei et al. [12] , who used deep learning to classify four grasps based on the object's appearance. Their realtime control scheme required the user to point a webcam that was mounted on the prosthesis at the object of interest. A muscle flexion of at least 300 ms would then signal to the system to take a picture and predict the desired grasp. At that point, the user could either accept the proposed grasp and control it proportionally via sEMG, or reject it and restart the procedure. In contrast to these studies, our aim is to recognize the intended movement in a natural manner by simultaneously integrating muscular and visual information, eventually overcoming the counterintuitiveness of sequential approaches.
III. VISUAL CONTEXT INTEGRATION
The core idea of this work is to use the visual attributes of the object that is observed during a prehension as an auxiliary cue in support of standard sEMG based grasp classification. To do so, we designed a method that automatically detects stable gaze fixations, extracts relevant visual information associated with those fixations, and subsequently integrates this information in the movement classifier.
A. Fixation Detection
The algorithm starts by detecting the gaze fixations that happen during the onset of each prehension. In this initial phase, indeed, the subject typically focuses on the object of interest to coordinate the reach and subsequent grasp, whilst the object is not yet occluded by the approaching hand. To detect these fixations, sEMG of the forearm's muscles is monitored to recognize the onset of the arm movement, while the gaze tracking data is used to identify stable fixations.
The beginning of a reach-to-grasp is characterized by an increase in muscular activity of the arm. This is well captured by the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the myoelectric signals computed over a sliding window of length τ rms . The average of this quantity over the electrodes of the forearm, which we denote as MeanRmsEmg, is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm identifies sudden fluctuations of MeanRmsEmg in an online manner using Bollinger bands, which calculate the number of standard deviations that a current value x t of a signal x is from a historical mean within a sliding window
where x t:t−τ boll denotes the sliding window of length τ boll , and μ(·) and σ(·) denote the window mean and standard deviation. Since we are interested in increases in muscle activity, we limit our attention to when the value exceeds the upper Bollinger band where η regulates the sensitivity of the method to the signal's variations. The top graph of Figure 1 shows the upper Bollinger band of the signal and the abrupt increases in muscular activity that the algorithm associates to the prehensions' onset.
After identifying the reach-to-grasp phase of the movements, the method detects stable fixations using the gaze volatility. Since the gaze is represented as a 2-dimensional vector of x and y coordinates in the image frame, we define the volatility of the sequence X of gaze points as its Euclidean variance around the gaze centroid in a sliding
The gaze is considered stable when this variance falls below a predefined threshold
Finally, we define a fixation of interest when both the gaze is stable and the arm activity is increasing. If this is the case for a sequence of samples, we only take the first fixation, since the gaze point will remain stable during the entire sequence. Furthermore, if multiple fixations happen during the same video frame, only the first one is selected. The bottom graph of Figure 1 shows the gaze volatility and its threshold, the corresponding stable gazes, and the selected gaze fixations. Based on results during preliminary analyses, we set the values of the parameters to τ rms = τ boll = τ gaze = 300 ms and η = 2. We chose θ = 30 px, which in our setup corresponds roughly to an average gaze displacement of 21 mm at a distance of 800 mm from the gaze tracking device.
B. Visual Feature Extraction
Each time a fixation is detected, the object of interest is isolated from the rest of the video frame using an active segmentation algorithm by Mishra et al. [13] . This method uses brightness, colors and textures to identify the boundaries of the object around the gaze position. The drawback of this fixation-guided segmentation strategy is its sensitivity to noise in the gaze position estimate. On the other hand, its advantage over object-detection methods based on machine learning is that it does not require any prior knowledge about the appearance of the objects of interest.
The object's appearance is subsequently translated into appropriate visual features using a CNN as a feature extractor. Deep visual features are known to capture spatial and high-level visual characteristics, like shapes and color gradients. More specifically, the bounding box around the segmented object is fed into the VGG-16 CNN pre-trained on ImageNet [14] and the activation of the second-last fullyconnected layer is taken as our visual feature.
Under the assumption that the object of interest remains the same during the whole prehension, the CNN feature associated with a certain fixation is maintained for all the subsequent samples, until the next fixation. A side effect of this choice is that each arm rest will be associated with the visual features of the object grasped in the previous prehension. However, this is inevitable since the grasp duration cannot be known a priori.
C. Multimodal Integration
At the end of the feature extraction process, the visual cue can be used alone or in conjunction with the myoelectric one to train a grasp classifier. Among the possible methods to integrate multimodal cues, we opt for mid-level integration [15] , also known as integration at the kernel level. In brief, kernel methods classify a test sample by evaluating its similarity to the known training samples via a so-called kernel function. In case of multimodal samples of the type x = {x 1 , . . . , x C }, the similarity between two instances is the weighted sum of cue-specific kernel functions
The weights w i of the kernel combination are free hyperparameters of the multi-cue kernel k mc .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We collected a custom dataset in which we recorded sEMG, gaze position and a first-person view video recording of the scene while subjects performed a set of grasps on different objects. In the following, we detail the dataset and how the data was used in our offline evaluation.
A. Dataset
Five intact subjects (4M, 1F) participated in our study. We selected ten grasps based on relevant literature [16] and on their perceived importance for activities of daily living (ADLs). Each of the grasps was performed on three representative objects that could reasonably be manipulated using the respective grasp. We attempted to re-use these objects as much as possible for multiple grasps to enforce a many-to-many relationship: grasps can be used with multiple objects, and objects can be used with multiple grasps. This avoids the risk that an object's identity alone is sufficient to unequivocally predict a grasp. During the acquisition, we made sure that there was always a minimum of five objects placed in front of the subject, to encourage realistic gaze behavior and to increase visual clutter.
Aside from multiple objects, the acquisition protocol was extended in two other manners to encourage variability in the myoelectric signals. We took the limb position effect into account by performing all movements both while seated and standing, which are likely the most common orientations in ADLs. Second, we extended the protocol with either one or two functional tasks for each of the grasps. This introduces variability in the dynamic context of the hand, or more precisely sEMG crosstalk due to the added activity of muscles controlling the wrist and limb. Also in this case these functional movements were selected to represent ADLs. The grasps, their respective objects, and the functional tasks are listed in Table I .
During the exercise, the subject was in front of a table on which the objects were placed. Prior to each grasp, a screen showed short movies of the movements with the aim to clarify how each of the objects should be approached. After this initial phase, the subject was requested to repeat each movement-object combination or functional movement four times. The computer indicated when to start the grasp and when to release via audio instructions. As visual support, the required grasp was schematically shown on the screen for the entire duration of the exercise. Each repetition contained the actual grasp (4 to 5 s) and the subsequent transition back to the rest posture (3 to 4 s).
Muscular activity was recorded using twelve Delsys Trigno double differential sEMG electrodes placed in two rows around the forearm, where the upmost row contained eight electrodes and the remaining four were placed lower (see Figure 2 ). The myoelectric signals were sampled at 2 kHz. At the same time, the gaze and first-person scene video were recorded using the Tobii Pro Glasses II. These glasses record the subject's gaze at a frequency of 100 Hz and use a forward facing scene camera to record a Full HD video at 25 Hz. The onboard software of the Tobii glasses conveniently precomputes the gaze point in the reference frame of the gaze camera, which is what we will use in the remainder of the paper. Figure 2 gives an overview of the acquisition setup.
The acquisition laptop automatically labeled each data sample with the grasp type that the user was required to perform in that moment. At the same time, sEMG and gaze samples were timestamped in a shared reference frame. The timestamps were used during preprocessing to synchronize all the modalities and to upsample them to the sampling rate of sEMG. Furthermore, we filtered powerline interference and corrected the labels using the relabeling method described by Gijsberts et al. [17] .
B. Classification Setup
Also our classification setup was inspired by [17] , based on a Kernel Regularized Least Squares (KRLS) classifier [18] . As other kernel methods, it approaches nonlinear problems by using kernel functions that implicitly map the original input space into a high-dimensional feature space. This also means that it is straightforward to use the multicue kernel described in Section III in this classifier.
Based on reports in previous work [17] , we used the marginal Discrete Wavelet Transform (mDWT) in a sliding window of 200 ms as feature representation for the sEMG. In order to compute the similarity between such myoelectric cues, we chose the exp-χ 2 kernel function
The visual features obtained from the CNN did not require further processing, and we compared them using the standard Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel
A linear kernel is typically sufficient for high dimensional visual features, but we preferred an RBF kernel to ensure that the outputs of both kernels in the combination are in the range [0, 1]. The multi-cue kernel combining the myoelectric and the visual cues was therefore k mc (x, y) = w emg k χ 2 (x emg , y emg ) + w cnn k rbf (x cnn , y cnn ) .
The KRLS algorithm and the multi-cue kernel require the optimization of the regularization parameter λ, the kernel-specific parameters γ χ 2 and γ rbf , and the weights used in kernel combination w emg and w cnn . The parameters were optimized using k-fold cross-validation on the training set, where each of the folds corresponded to one of the movement repetitions used for training. The parameter ranges that we considered with a dense grid search were λ ∈ {2 −14 , 2 −12 , · · · , 2 −4 }, γ χ 2 ∈ {2 −14 , 2 −12 , · · · , 2 −8 }, γ rbf ∈ {2 −20 , 2 −18 , · · · , 2 −14 }, and w emg , w cnn ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1} such that w emg + w cnn = 1. These ranges were determined during preliminary analyses.
The grasp classification was repeated over four possible training/test splits of the database, such that each of the four repetitions of a movement was used once to test the BSL CNN sEMG sEMG+CNN 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% Modality Accuracy Fig. 3 . Grasp classification accuracy obtained using different input modalities. Per-subject and average accuracy values are indicated, respectively, by colored marks and grey triangles. model while the remaining three were used as training set. Subsequently, the prediction accuracy was averaged over the four splits. For computational reasons, we subsampled the entire dataset after windowing with a factor of 20, meaning that effectively the algorithm predicted a grasp each 10 ms. Furthermore, the parts used for training and hyperparameter optimization were additionally subsampled with a factor of 10 and 10 · 4, respectively. Besides our multimodal classifier, we also included single cue classifiers as reference and a baseline that predicted simply the most common class in the training data (i.e., the "rest" class). We refer to these classifiers as BSL, CNN, sEMG and sEMG+CNN classifier.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we assess the efficacy of integrating the visual cues found by our algorithm with standard sEMG for the prediction of the intended grasp.
The classification accuracy of the four cue classifiers for each subject is reported in Figure 3 . The sole visual cue does not produce a considerable improvement in accuracy with respect to the baseline, as the mere 2% increase between the BSL and CNN classifiers can be attributed mainly to two of the five subjects. This poor accuracy is not surprising, since visual information alone is not sufficient to determine the desired grasp due to the many-to-many relationship between grasps and objects. When integrated with sEMG, however, the average accuracy increases by more than 4% and this trend is consistent for all the subjects. These results confirm our initial guess that the visual cue conveys complementary information with respect to the muscular one and that their integration improves the performance of the grasp classification task.
Furthermore, the improvement in classification accuracy achieved via multimodal integration appears to be uniform for all the grasp types. This is evident from the difference between the confusion matrices of the sEMG+CNN and sEMG classifiers, depicted in Figure 4 . The diagonal values show a uniform improvement of the true positives for all classes, except for a slight decrease in accuracy for the "rest" class.
It is also relevant to consider the respective contribution of the muscular and the visual cue in the multimodal classification task. This is indicated by the weights w emg and w cnn that the algorithm automatically chooses during hyperparameter optimization. In our experiments, the average contribution of the two modalities is balanced, being around 52% for the muscular cue and 48% for the visual one.
We continue our analysis by studying the distribution of the prediction error during the different phases of the prehension. Each prehension of the experiment has a different duration after relabeling, but always consists of a grasp preceded by a rest phase. In Figure 5 , we report the average prediction error with respect to the normalized duration of the rest phase and subsequent grasp. The addition of visual to muscular cues considerably reduces the prediction error during the grasp. Relevantly, the most consistent reduction in prediction error due to the visual information, around 10%, happens at the onset and at the offset of the grasp. This indicates that vision compensates for the increased level of uncertainty in the myoelectric signals during movement transitions. At the same time, the visual cue causes a slightly higher prediction error during the rest phase, as was already observed the confusion matrix in Figure 4 . This is because the visual information related to arm rest comes generally from the preceding grasp and is, therefore, misleading for the classification of the "rest" movement. As already discussed in Section III-B, this side-effect of the visual feature propagation is inevitable because we do not know in advance the duration of the grasps.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrated how standard sEMG based grasp classification benefits from the integration of the visual characteristics of the manipulated objects. We proposed a method to automatically extract the visual features of the object from a first-person video recording of the scene and an estimate of the gaze position. The method identifies relevant gaze fixations on the base of ocular and muscular activity. The objects observed during such fixations are segmented, and their images are encoded into high-level features, extracted by an off-the-shelf Convolutional Neural Network. Despite we only conducted an offline evaluation of the method, the fixation detection was designed to be applied in an online setting as well. Prediction error versus normalized movement duration of the sEMG and sEMG+CNN classifiers averaged over all the subjects. The integration of vision to the sEMG reduces the prediction error during the grasp, particularly during the onset and the offset of the movement, but slightly deteriorates the recognition of the rest class.
The method was evaluated on data collected from intact subjects performing grasps that are common in activities of daily living. The acquisition protocol has been designed to simulate the use of the prosthesis in a realistic environment. To ensure variability in the data, we considered grasps both in a static setting as well as when used to perform a functional task. We also took into account the limb position effect by repeating the movements while seated and standing. Furthermore, the same objects were associated to multiple grasps to enforce a many-to-many relationship between grasps and objects, and multiple objects were placed in the user's field of view to encourage realistic gaze behavior.
Our tests confirmed that the integration of a visual representation of the object to the muscular activity of the forearm is indeed useful for grasp classification. The average prediction accuracy went from 80%, when using only sEMG, to 84%, when integrating sEMG and vision. This improvement was considerable, as it involved uniformly all the subjects and all the grasp types. As expected, the contribution of vision was higher at the onset and the offset of the grasp, when the myoelectric cue is affected by motion artifacts.
In future work, we plan to extend our study to transradial amputees. Prosthetic users fixate primarily on the part of the object where they intend to manipulate it [19] , as they cannot rely on any proprioceptive information. We therefore expect the gaze information during the reach phase to be even more relevant to classify the intended grasp than for able bodied subjects.
